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app.metatron.discovery.domain.dataconnection.replication;

import org.apache.commons.lang.StringUtils; import
org.apache.commons.lang3.Validate; import java.util.List;
public class ReplicationActions { @Override public String
toString() { return "ReplicationActions{" + "actions=" +

actions + '}'; } private List actions = null; public
ReplicationAction[] getActions() { return actions == null?

Collections.EMPTY_LIST : actions; } public
ReplicationAction newReplicationAction() { return new

ReplicationAction(); } public ReplicationAction
newApiKeyReplicationAction() { return new

ReplicationAction(); } public ReplicationAction
newTagReplicationAction() { return new

ReplicationAction(); } public ReplicationAction
newTagsReplicationAction() { return new

ReplicationAction(); } public ReplicationAction
newReplicationAction(ReplicationAction... actions) { for

(ReplicationAction r : actions) { Validate.notNull(r); } return
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new ReplicationAction(actions); } public ReplicationAction
newReplicationAction(String resource) { return new

ReplicationAction(resource); } public ReplicationAction
newReplicationAction(String resource, ReplicationAction...

actions) { for (ReplicationAction r : actions) {
Validate.notNull(r); } return new

ReplicationAction(resource, actions); } public
ReplicationAction newReplicationAction(String resource,

String tag
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vedhala ulagam tamil movie net point 21 vedhala ulagam tamil movie movie reviews youtube vedhala ulagam tamil movie net
point 21 Category:2009 Tamil-language films Category:Indian films Category:2010s Tamil-language films Category:Tamil films
scored by Vidyasagar Category:Films directed by V. A. K. Sundararajan It is very beautiful, and also the centre is a gallery
where you can see all the pictures that have been put together. I would recommend it to all my friends! Dr. Coops About Me I
am a German climber and writer who likes to work outside. I climbed for the first time on an ice cliff, and since then I went
many times to the Jägerhausen, a climbing area near Vienna. I took the first climbing course in Austria in 1999. In 2000 I
realized that I love hanging and climbing. I write a climbing column for the German monthly „Mittelgebirge“. Since 2009 I live
in Austria and write articles and stories for different magazines and newspapers. In my free time I like to be on the slopes, I
climb and hang. I have 8 years of experience on lead and lead routes./* * Copyright (C) 2011 Red Hat, Inc. * * This file is
released under the GPL. */ #ifndef _LINUX_DM_PATTERN_H #define _LINUX_DM_PATTERN_H #include "dm-btree.h"
/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/ /* * Describes a range of blocks, which is a basic unit of the * disk.
The _appended_ range is where the space has been * appended to this range. The _virtual_ range is the set of * blocks we are
actually trying to write out. */ struct disk_device_range { dm_block_t start; dm_block_t end; };
/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/ struct vr_index { int curr; int max; };
/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/ /* * We use a radix tree to implement the pattern records. */ struct
vr_map { int cnt; struct 2d92ce491b
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